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Abstract Pulsed thermography is a method of detection of thermal heterogeneity
in layered structures. The temperature of an object excited by a pulse of energy varies
depending on the thermal properties of each layer. It is possible to detect a thermal
heterogeneity of the tested object on the basis of changes with time in the temperature
of its surface. The values of temperature contrast between a reference area surface
and a surface of area of the structure with a heterogeneity, obtained for successive
moments of time, which vary depending on the type and depth of the heterogeneity.
The method proposed by the authors consisted in determining the correlation coeffi-
cient of the temperature contrast function in the time domain obtained on the basis of
thermographic measurements with the function obtained from modeling or from mea-
surements of a well-known heterogeneity (examined with another method) in a similar
structure. The resulting image is created from the correlation coefficients obtained for
each pixel. This method enhances the detection of a thermal heterogeneity.
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1 Introduction

Active thermography with pulse excitation is a diagnostic method enabling fast visu-
alization of a thermal heterogeneity present in the volume of layered structures of
semiconductor components. By absorbing the energy of an optical radiation pulse, the
surface of the studied component becomes the source of the variable thermal flux in
time that propagates inside the structure [1,2]. The temperature on the object’s surface
depends, among others, on the thermal impedance of the excited area, and that in turn
depends on the thermal parameters of particular structure layers [3]. Recording of the
infrared radiation intensity using an infrared camera enables comparisons of temper-
ature changes in particular locations of the studied object’s surface. Conversion of
a thermogram sequence into a sequence of the so-called contrast images, presenting
solely the temperature changes brought about by local changes of thermal proper-
ties, provide an image of the thermal heterogeneity distribution [2]. To improve the
results obtained, simultaneously increasing the detectability of heterogeneities related
to structure defects, it is necessary to apply mathematical image processing methods
[4,5].

2 Object Studied

The studies were carried out for components used to manufacture high-power thy-
ristors. These are structures composed of three layers: a silicon layer 0.4 mm thick, a
transitional layer, and a molybdenum base 1.5 mm thick (Fig. 1). The element diameter
is 55 mm. The transitional layer is a eutectic of silicon and aluminum, and its proper-
ties may undergo radical changes within an individual structure. That stems from the
variability of both the eutectic composition and from its crystallographic structure.
Thermal properties of the eutectic layer vary in the range of values characteristic of
silicon or aluminum, to reach values close to the thermal properties of thermal insu-
lators [7]. Deterioration of the thermal properties of the thermo-compression area is

Fig. 1 Cross-section of the real structure [6]
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usually of a local nature. The greater part of the weld area is relatively homogeneous
and is characterized with very good thermal properties. Such areas were assumed to
be reference ones, serving as the basis for determining the thermal contrast of areas
with changing thermal properties.

3 Model of the Structure Studied

In the case of a thermally heterogeneous object, excited by a flux power described in
the frequency domain by a complex function P(ω), the object with thermal properties,
represented by its thermal diffusivity α and thermal effusivity ε, shows a temperature
rise at the surface described by a function Θ(ω) in the frequency domain. That func-
tion can be obtained as a product of the power of the excitation function P(ω) and
thermal impedance Z(ω) of the object:

Θ(ω) = P(ω)Z(ω) (1)

For a structure composed of n layers (Fig. 2a), the input thermal impedance is calcu-
lated based on [8]
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Fig. 2 Diagram of (a) the structure model composed of n layers and (b) the component tested
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Fig. 3 (a) Temperature changes of the surface above the defected structure and of the surface above the
structure without a heterogeneity and (b) their absolute contrast computed based on the model
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l, and Z0 = input thermal impedance of the base.

Transformation of the function Θ(ω) from the frequency domain to the time domain
allows determination of temperature changes during and after excitation.

The studied structure is composed of three layers (Fig. 2b): layers 1 and 3 with
well-defined thermal properties, and layer 2 with variable thermal properties.

Thermal impedance values were determined in the frequency domain for the two
cases: reference area (with good thermal properties of layer 2) and area of defected
structure (with most adverse thermal properties of layer 2). The frequency spectrum
of the excitation pulse was calculated based on the experimentally determined power–
time curve [9]. Next, the temperature changes in the time domain of the top surface of
those structures during excitation were calculated (Fig. 3a). The absolute temperature
contrast, calculated as the difference in temperature between the area of the defect and
the reference area, is shown in Fig. 3b.

The contrast function shape depends on the thickness and properties of the material,
in particular, on the layer structure, and for this reason, it indicates the presence of a
thermal heterogeneity, related to the structure defect, at a given depth.

The occurrence of such a contrast-time curve in the sequence of contrast images
demonstrates the existence of an area with thermo-compression defects and may be
used as a criterion for their identification. The surface irregularities, excitation non-
uniformities, or fluctuations of the thickness of the eutectic layer can be the reason for
the occurrence of a nonzero contrast; but in those cases, its duration is much different
than in the examined case.

4 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is composed of a set of six high-power flash lamps (1200 J),
spectral filters, a high-speed infrared camera, as well as a set of stands and supports.
The experimental layout is presented in Fig. 4. The Raytheon radiance HSX camera
used for tests is a radiometric camera with a cooled InSb 256 × 256 FPA detector. For
sequence conversion, Termix software was developed.
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Fig. 4 Experimental setup

During the excitation, the lamp radiation-absorbent components are heated, result-
ing in additional infrared background. For that reason, filters eliminating infrared rays
from the radiation reaching the tested object were applied. In that way, the effect of
detector saturation by the reflected part of the excitation impulse was also eliminated.
The color temperature of the light produced by the lamps is equal to 5500 K, and
consequently, the peak of the emission is found for a wavelength of 0.53µm. Because
of that, despite the spectrum reduction to the visible light range, the set of flashes with
filters emits enough energy to excite the tested object thermally.

5 Measurements

The measurements consisted of recording a sequence of thermograms during the exci-
tation of the tested object with an optical impulse derived from six flash lamps. The
camera recorded the sequence with a frame rate of 480 Hz in the detector resolution
mode of 128 × 128 pixels.

Preliminary measurements were carried out for a reference sample in the form of
an aluminum disk with milled circular cavities on the side opposite to the excited sur-
face. The disk diameter was equal to 55 mm and its thickness to 2 mm. The depth of
cavities was in the range from 1 mm to 1.5 mm. Selected thermograms of the sequence
recorded during the reference sample excitation and relaxation are presented in Fig. 5.

Having verified the method, measurements were carried out for ten of the above-
mentioned semiconductor components.
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Fig. 5 Fragment of the sequence recorded (interval between thermograms about 2 ms)

6 Sequence Processing

While determining the location and area of the thermal heterogeneities in such struc-
tures as the tested components, it is of minor importance to determine precisely the
thermal and geometrical properties of the defect. It can be determined at what depth,
that is, in which structure layer, it can be expected. An accurate determination of
its thermal properties is not required for evaluating the usefulness of a given com-
ponent for further technological processing. For that reason, it would be helpful to
obtain the result of thermogram sequence conversion enabling one to apply a simple
identification criterion.

The application of impulse thermography to achieve this goal entails certain disad-
vantages, such as irregularities related to the irregularity of lighting with the excitation
impulse, irregularities of excitation radiation absorption related to the imperfection of
the surface excited (various values of radiation absorption coefficient), irregular dis-
tribution of thermal properties within a single structure defect, and irregular defect
thickness.

Those inconveniences result in differences between the maximum temperature con-
trast on the surface of the tested component and various times of its occurrence for
various defects (Fig. 6). There is, however, a contrast property enabling one to describe
all the defects. This is the characteristic shape of the contrast changing curve with time.
The proposed method helps to generate an image depicting adjustment of this curve
to the assumed reference function.

The first step of processing consists of conversion of the sequence of thermograms
to the sequence of contrast images. The values of points in the contrast image are
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Fig. 6 Contrast changes in time for reference sample surface over various cavities

Fig. 7 Diagram of converting sequence of contrast thermograms into a image of correlation

obtained as differences of values in the thermogram points and the reference value.
The reference value is determined as a mean from points of the thermogram with the
lowest values of temperature. As a result of such a conversion of the sequence, the
determination of the function fxy(t) describing changes with time of the temperature
contrast in each point of the tested area is possible.
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Fig. 8 Contrast and correlation images of the sample in 3D form

Fig. 9 Profile of the normalized contrast values and of the correlation coefficient values along the section
going through the area above a selected cavity

The next step of the conversion consisted of the determination of the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient for successive points of the tested area between the function
fxy(t) and the reference function fstd(ti).

The reference function is a function describing a typical course of the contrast value
in the time domain for a detected kind of heterogeneity. That function can be obtained
either from measurements for an element similar to the examined element, with a
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Fig. 10 Contrast images and correlation images of the silicon–molybdenum structure

well-known location of a heterogeneity, or from a model calculation. The domain of
that function must be limited to the range of existence of nonzero contrast.

Because the value of the delay of the contrast occurrence after the beginning of
measuring is unknown, successive fragments of the function fxy(t), starting at the
time marked t0, must be tested. The new function r(t0), describing changes of the
correlation coefficient in the time domain, is obtained. The maximum value of that
function is a final value of processing. Having applied the procedure for all the points
of the area, we obtain a matrix of correlation coefficient values. The correlation image
is created from that matrix. The diagram of the conversion of the sequence of contrast
images is presented in Fig. 7.

The described procedure was applied for converting the contrast sequence of the ref-
erence sample. The reference function fstd(ti) was determined on the basis of changes
in the time of the averaged contrast for the points in the area above one of the cavities.
One of the sequence contrast images and the final correlation image are presented in
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Fig. 11 Profile of the normalized contrast values and of the correlation coefficient values along the section
going through the area above the heterogeneity

three-dimensional (3D) form in Fig. 8. A visible increase in the value distribution reg-
ularity in the surface image points over the cavities, and a depiction of all cavities in a
single image was obtained. A comparison of normalized profiles along the line going
through the area over the cavity in the contrast and correlation images was presented
in Fig. 9.

Assuming a coefficient of correlation greater than or equal to 0.8, as a criterion for
determination of the cavity area, a difference with a true value of ca. 9 % was obtained.
Due to the irregularity of the disk surface finish, a nonzero contrast occurred also in the
area of the cavity absence. The maximum correlation coefficient for those areas does
not exceed 0.4. It is the cause of the highlighted areas’ occurrence in the correlation
image, but it does not disturb the heterogeneity identification process.

Analogically, measurements and processing were carried out for silicon–molybde-
num structures. The reference function fstd(ti) was determined on the basis of mea-
surements carried out for the area above the heterogeneity in one of the tested elements.
The comparison of contrast images with correlation images for three selected struc-
tures is presented in Fig. 10. Normalized profiles along the line running through the
area over the heterogeneity in the contrast and correlation images are shown in Fig. 11.
Similar to the preliminary measurements using the reference sample, a clear improve-
ment of the value distribution regularity and depiction of defects in a single image was
obtained.

7 Conclusions

Pulse thermography combined with the above-mentioned method of thermogram
sequence conversion enables one to depict defects occurring in a eutectic of silicon and
aluminum in semiconductor structures used for manufacturing high-power thyristors.
Using the linear correlation function to generate correlation images helps to increase
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the detectability of structure defects related to heterogeneous thermal properties. As
a result of the procedure applied, a significant improvement of contrast between the
heterogeneous and reference areas, and simultaneous depiction of all heterogeneities,
was possible. Determination of the correlation coefficient value as a threshold value
enables one to automatize the identification process and to identify the field of the
structure defect surface.

The presented results were achieved using the reference function obtained from
measurements. The use of reference functions obtained from calculations gave simi-
lar results. In this case, however, there is a chance that the applied thermal properties of
materials differ from real ones and the reference function could be incorrect. Because
of that reason, the experimental method appears to be better.

If a flash lamp, appropriately modified, is applied, it is possible to diagnose multiple
components at the same time.

Another advantage of this method is the rapid diagnostic process. The measurement
takes a fraction of a second, while conversion takes several seconds.

Preliminary measurements for an aluminum plate shows that this method may be
used for testing other types of objects.
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